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Xilence LiQuRizer LQ240PRO

- Noble black design in metallic look
- Multi Socket Mounts for AMD and INTEL
- Quick Mounting System
- Flexible hoses for flexible mounting
- Large copper heat spreader and high performance radiator
- Illuminated pump head ARGB with 3 PIN connection
- XILENCE FDB PWM Fans BLACK WING

All trademarks and registered marks are the property of their respective companies.
Errors excepted. Subject to change without prior notice. Images may differ from original product.

The all-in-one water cooling system LQ240PRO is the ideal companion for gaming adventures with 
the highest performance requirements. With a TDP of 300 watts, it is able to cool even very hot 
CPUs without performance loss.

The assembly is simple and fast due to the quick-mounting system. All current CPUs from AMD 
and Intel are supported. 

The design of the water cooler is kept in a noble, black metallic look. The square pump head with 
a large, powerful copper cooling plate and discreet ARGB lighting fits perfectly into the picture and 
looks stylish. The elegantly sheathed, flexible black hoses can be comfortably routed in the 
housing in any mounting form. 

The fans of the LQ240PRO are equipped with Fluid Dynamic Bearing technology (FDB) and ensure 
smooth operation despite heated gaming sessions. Only a barely perceptible whisper of the 
cooling airflow is heard. The embossed logo of the fans emphasizes the metallic look and 
underlines the elegance of the water cooling.

Available as black 240mm version with ARGB illuminated pump head and 2x FDB fans.

Product Features



Technical Data
Sockel

CPU max. Watt

RADIATOR 
Size radiator 
Size waterblock   
Tube length    
Material radiator 
Material cold plate

PUMP 
Speed
Noise Level 
Current Input  
Bearing Type    
ARGB-Plug

FAN
Fan Size
Fan Speed
Bearing Type
Air Flow
Fan Control
Noise Level
Max. static preassure 
Thermal Paste 
Current input
Fan-Plug
Weight

AM5/AM4
LGA 1700/2066/2011/1151/1150/1155/1156/1200 
300W

270 x 120 x 120mm 
72 x 72 x 53.5mm 
400mm 
Aluminium
Copper

2100 ± 10% RPM 
25 db (A)
0.36 A
Ceramic Bearing
Female ARGB 3PIN (5V ARGB)

120 x 120 x 25mm   
500 - 1500 ± 10% RPM 
Hydraulic bearing
63.41 CFM
PWM
22 - 24 dB (A)  
1.58mm H²O  
included
0.2 A
4PIN
2 kg

Logistical Data
Manufacturer Number
Item Number
EAN Barcode

LQ240PRO
XC982 
4044953503405
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Example representation of the LQ240PRO water cooling system in a PC build.




